### Description

If I load something like [http://my.chamilo110.net/badge/9/user/43](http://my.chamilo110.net/badge/9/user/43), I don't get redirected to `main/badge/issued.php?skill=$1&user=$2`, apparently.

Tested in 1.10.x

### History

#1 - 30/04/2016 01:23 - Yannick Warnier

- Status changed from New to Bug resolved
- Target version changed from 1.11.0 to 1.10.6
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Fixed with commit [https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/eaeadc65c19b1bd24a5e765a2d5b9afbd096b728](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/eaeadc65c19b1bd24a5e765a2d5b9afbd096b728)